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the actros l design was given an updated, additional year of production and eventually lead to the development of a new body style for the actros line. the actros l has now been replaced by the heavier-duty r 190. the actros nameplate was replaced by the econic in 1995 after 22 years of production. in 1998, mercedes-benz started
to produce a completely new chassis design of the actros. that chassis served as the basis for the brand new actros cl. actros is an abbreviation of the german word aktros – acting right, and is an example of a truck with a legendary service reputation. it was this reputation that the company received a boost in sales with the success
of the actros and its successors. with its reputation for high reliability and low maintenance, even today, when other medium-duty trucks have surpassed the actros in capability and reliability, the actros continues to retain its popularity. the two-axle econic f is the special vehicle type for local delivery of refuse and house refuse that
is used by municipalities, waste disposal facilities and waste management companies. the econic f was developed in connection with the local refuse service for major municipalities. the typical large refuse containers are located in the rear of the vehicle, typically mounted directly in the rear bumper. the type g 125 is the specialist
for general freight, and is even better equipped for long-haul and urban haulage in comparison with the type f. the chassis of the type g 125 is based on the actros g chassis, with modifications for the extra weight. the chassis of the type g 125 is available with a double-acting hydraulic crane or without the crane.
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the driveline of the mercedes-benz sl65 amg roadster is a three-litre v8 engine delivering 320 kw (450 hp) with 552 nm (400 lb/ft) of torque. acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h (62 mph) takes 6.8 seconds. on the vehicle, the centrally mounted 4.7-litre six-cylinder and m218 64-valve engine of the mercedes-benz 600 slr roadster is
equipped with turbocharging. the engine delivers up to 408 kw (561 hp) and 590 nm (410 lb/ft) of torque. the body of the mercedes-benz slr roadster features a removable roof, as well as a fabric hood and lightweight carbon-fibre exterior components. the front wheel arches are also made of carbon-fibre. the mercedes-benz slr was
announced on the 31st of august 1999. the mercedes-benz actros is now being powered by the new mercedes-benz atego 1.5-litre 6-cylinder diesel engine. that's when the diesel engine replaces the previous mercedes-benz 3.5-litre 6-cylinder diesel. here are the technical data of the new mercedes-benz atego. the mercedes-benz
r350 gewȱhrt is the long-distance version of the r270 and is based on a rigid rear axle. the new mercedes-benz r350 gewȱhrt has a long wheelbase, a low centre of gravity, dynamically enhanced longitudinal and transversal rigidity and a spacious interior. this new long-distance variety of mercedes-benz gewȱhrt. there are two new

models of the mercedes-benz g series available for order: the g 150 and the g-class. both are built for the luxury market and come standard with a v6 engine, but can be specified with a diesel engine as well. these two models are a little different, but both are based on mercedes-benz g-class. 5ec8ef588b
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